Community based rehabilitation: special issues.
The primary goal in the developing field of community based rehabilitation (CBR) for individuals with TBI / ABI is community participation and integration. At present, CBR is less than clearly defined and is represented by a set of interventions with varied types, degrees of clinical support and models of intervention that are conducted for a diverse and complex set of individuals, situations, deficits and settings. Nonetheless, holistic neurorehabilitation programs should be considered both evidence based and a practice standard. This paper attempts to address some of the significant issues relevant to optimizing long term adaptation for persons receiving CBR. The article also addresses the current need for definitions, models, program classifications and comparisons, as well as programmatic methodologies by attempting to integrate some of the best scientifically supported methodologies within an eclectic holistic rehabilitation model that is easily understood and teachable to persons with TBI, families and rehabilitation professionals. This model and associated methodologies are intended to inform best practices while offering a framework for hypothesis generation, clinical decision-making, evaluation of treatment outcomes and direction of future research.